CLASSIFIED ADS -

Elsewhere in this Bulletin is another 'sales pitch' for the Government employees credit union. In addition, we received several interesting notices from various sources. While it is not our policy to publish ads from outsiders, these particular ones have a certain amount of general appeal.

CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY -

This is a serious notice indicating that we are doing great things these days (walking on the moon, etc.) but that we still haven't licked cancer. The Society is canvassing for funds to carry on its research program. (address 656 Broadway)

HOLIDAY HOME EXCHANGE -

This is a vacation scheme that appears to be gaining momentum. (I believe that it was described in Readers Digest several years ago). People across the country exchange homes with someone else for the duration of their vacation. Seems this keeps the cost of accommodation down and you meet some very interesting people! One exchange is located in Western Canada (Box 444, West Vancouver, B.C.) and there may be others.

HOLIDAY AT HOME? -

The Greater Winnipeg Gas Co. is putting on a Demonstration of Barbecue Recipes and Ideas for all budding barbecue chefs next Thursday, May 7th! Phone the Home Service Department at 942-0351 to see if they still have room. Sorry ladies, the notice states that this demonstration is for men only!

We had indicated in an earlier bulletin that we would gladly accept classified ads from the staff at the Colleges. To date we have not been deluged -- as a matter of fact, we are still looking for the first one! Possibly our rates (free) and our publication schedule (irregular) has something to do with this. In any event, the opportunity is there.

CURLING REPORT - Roy Pollock, Past President, Curling Club.

The wind-up for the MIT Curling Club was held at the Deer Lodge Curling Club on April 16th, with 65 people in attendance. A smorgasbord meal was enjoyed by all.

Following the meal, a short time was spent in handing out the prizes to the winning rinks in fact, to all the rinks. It has always been the custom of our club to try to have some small prize for every curler, no matter what their position at the conclusion of play.

Harold Wilson's rink, with Frank Hallas at third, Jan Kaminski at second, and Henry Hume at lead, proved too powerful for all comers this year. They took away an armful of trophies as winners of the Grand Aggregate as well as being the winners of Group A. Congratulations to them!

Other Group winners were Jim Graham and Walter Vanchyshyn with their rinks.

After the prizes had been given out, a short business meeting was called to order.

A motion to change our club name to fit with the name of the college was made, seconded, and declared carried. From now on, we are the Red River Community College Curling Club. Try those letters on for size!!

The next order of business was the election of officers for the coming year. The nominating committee put forward the names of Harold Wilson, Don Shand, John Bell, and Marianne Felix. These people will be the executive for next year.

As outgoing President, I would like to thank the members of my executive, Don Shand, Don Kennedy, and Emily Dawson for their assistance. I would also like to thank all of the curlers for their good turn-out and apparent satisfaction with the new facilities. It was with some concern that we made the move to the Deer Lodge Curling Club, but everything seems to have turned out well.

There are still one or two items to be cleared up financially, but it would appear now that
the bank balance will show approximately $300.00 after everything is cleared up. Since we started the year with a balance of $299.00, we are satisfied.

Roy Pollock
Past President
R.R.C.C.C.C.!!

PROGRESS (OH BOY!)
The increasing militancy of the teaching profession has prompted people to look into the past and predict the future in this vital area of teachers' salaries, conditions of work, right to strike, and so on.

1875 - The following rules were posted by an elementary principal almost a hundred years ago:

"Each teacher will bring a bucket of water and a scuttle of coal for the day's session.

"Teachers each day will fill lamps, clean chimneys and trim wicks.

"Men teachers may take one evening each week for courting purposes or two evenings if they go to church regularly.

"After ten hours of school, the teacher should spend the remaining time reading the Bible or other good books.

"Women teachers who marry or engage in other unseemly conduct will be dismissed.

"Every teacher should lay aside from each day a goodly sum of his earnings for his declining years so that he will not become a burden on society.

"Any teacher who smokes, uses liquor in any form, frequents pool or public halls or gets shaved in a barber shop, will give good reason to suspect his worth, intentions, integrity and honesty.

"The teacher who performs his labors faithfully and without fault for five years will be given an increase of 25 cents per week in his pay if the Board of Education approve."

1975 (?) - The following excerpts are from the November issue of the "American Teacher", official publication of the American Federation of Teachers, as reprinted in the March 1970 issue of the Manitoba Association of School Trustees Bulletin.

"Thousands of U.S. classroom teachers are hearing a new message this fall: "No elementary or secondary school teacher should have more than a four-day teaching week."

"That goal is being offered as a priority bargaining item to state conventions and educational conferences of affiliates of the American Federation of Teachers by AFT President David Selden. It is an extension of the "20-20 Program for Teachers"--no more than 20 students in a class, no more than 20 classroom periods a week--which Selden announced earlier this year at the AFT national convention."

"At the same time that the classroom week is shortened, Selden said, no teacher should be required to teach for less that $10,000 a year. He called on all AFT locals to make this an immediate bargaining demand as an initial step to meet the union's recommended goal of a $25,000 maximum salary for teachers."

CREDIT UNION PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS -

The Buffalo Credit Union has announced "that it has received approval by the Provincial Government for Payroll deduction, similar to the present payroll deduction now enjoyed by the employees of the Liquor Control Commission and the Manitoba Hospital Commission. This will be implemented in the near future, but will have to wait until space becomes available on the computer."

With all the deductions that we "enjoy" (?) now, I wonder if the shortage of space isn't on the cheque rather than in the computer!

The announcement goes on to list the advantages of Credit Union Membership. These were featured once before in our Bulletin (No. 14). If you did not see it, ask Ray Marsh. He'll be more than happy to enlighten you.

BANKING SERVICES -

A previous article discussed the matter of banking services on campus. The Students Association has expressed an interest in this matter as well and the Administration has decided to prepare a submission to the Department on this matter.

MATHEMATICAL PUZZLE - (Second Installment)

In Bulletin No. 12 we introduced a mathematical puzzle in which we hoped to form the numbers from 1 to 100 using only two S's and two B's together with any mathematical symbols we wished. In Bulletin No. 14 we published the first portion of the series, from 1 to 25, inclusive. In this Bulletin we publish numbers 26 to 50, inclusive.

26. $5 + 5 + \sqrt{8} + \sqrt{8}$
27. $(5 \times 8) - (5 + 8)$
28. $5! + \sqrt{8} + 8$
29. $(8 - 5)8 + 5$
30. $(8/8 + 5)5$
31. $55 - (\sqrt{8} + 8)!$
32. $[(8 - 5)\sqrt{8}]^5$
33. \(88 - 55\)
34. \(5\sqrt{8 + 8} + 5 + 5\)
35. \(5\sqrt{8 \times 8} - 5\)
36. \((8 - 5)! \times (8 - 5)!\)
37. \((5\times 8) + 5 - 8\)
38. \((8 - 5)! \times 5 + 8\)
39. \((8 \times 8) - (5 \times 5)\)
40. \(85 - (5 \times 8)\)
41. \((5 \times 5) + 8 + 8\)
42. \(8 + 8 + 5\)
43. \((5 \times 8) + 8 - 5\)
44. \(8.8 \times 5 \times 5\)
45. \(58 - 8 - 5\)
46. \((8 \times 5) + (8 - 5)!\)
47. \(55 - \sqrt{8 \times 8}\)
48. \(8 \sqrt{5 \times 5} + 8\)
49. \(5 \times 5 (\sqrt{8 + 8})!\)
50. \(5 \times 5 \times (\sqrt{8 + 8})\)

Up to this point, the series is complete, however, after this number, there are a few gaps which our mathematicians and computer programmers may wish to tackle. (on their own time, of course) Solutions to the following numbers were not available at press time: 58, 66, 77, 86, 94, 95, 97. Anyone coming up with the correct answers between now and the next Bulletin will receive recognition in that issue.

FRONT LINE -

In a recent Bulletin we noted Dave Williamson's promotion to Department Head in the Applied Arts Division. The Department will be known as the "Creative Arts Department".

Lou Mousseau has been appointed Technical Services Coordinator in the Industrial and Technology Division. This sounds like a big job and the list of duties outlined by A.R. Low, Director of Training, bear this out. These include "Manage the physical facilities", act as department head for the C.N. apprentices and various other courses, and administer and arrange a variety of matters within that Division.

Mrs. A. Armstrong, Head, Career Planning office, Canada Manpower Centre, Red River Community College, is pleased to announce three additional staff members: Chester Ralph, Manpower Counsellor, Larry Barton, Manpower Counsellor, who will divide his time between Red River and F.O.B., and Mrs. Enid James, who will assume clerical duties.

In Financial Services, we welcome our Payroll experts to the Red River Campus, Mrs. Evelyn Westdal, and Grace Saridas! How these two can keep those most important payroll matters straight and remain the charming gals that they are amazes me no end!

Our best selling author, Bill Patton, got quite a write-up in the April 14th Projector. And no wonder—three textbooks published in four years. The latest? Modern Manufacturing: Processes and Engineering. He is considering the next writing project but says the biggest problem is finding time to do the job. He also teaches?

In the Staff Services area, we welcome Mrs. Joleen Ross. Joleen grew up in Northwestern Ontario, Port Frances to be exact, and then came to Winnipeg to attend the Angus Business School. Her first job was in the Civil Service with the Department of Welfare. A brief stint with Eatons preceded her return to the Civil Service as a typist in our staff services area.

In the Learning Resources Centre, we welcome three clerical support staff. Mrs. Leona Pelky grew up and completed her schooling in Port Arthur, (now Thunder Bay) Ontario. She had a varied employment career there with the Board of Education, the City of Port Arthur, and a legal firm. Our informant did not tell us when she came to Winnipeg, but she worked for several business firms here before joining the Civil Service. In the LRC, she works in the Acquisition Section.

Miss Colleen Irene Evelyn Lundon attended Hillcrest High School in the nation's capital before braving the wild and woolly West! She worked as a clerk-typist with the Manitoba Centennial Corporation before joining us.

Miss Eveline Gregoire grew up in St. Norbert and received her high school education at St. Charles Academy. She worked for several local business firms before coming to RRCC. Most days you will find her behind the circulation desk in the Learning Resources Centre.
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JEST IN FUN...(Thanks to ACC Happenings)

What we need is a pill that will prevent the birth of committees.

Ever since the creation of man, records have been broken, in running, flying and what have you. Well! last night when cleaning out my basement, I came across a big black disc, with a lot of grooves, a red label and a hole in the centre. Is this a record?

GOLF? — Well Hardly

As you have probably guessed from the title, this piece is all about golf. You will no doubt be interested in knowing something of the origin of golf, and it can now be revealed that a study of several ancient documents forwarded from the Psmthsonian Institute fixes the birthplace of the game in Scotland. That is, it was born there. For the many charming tales of golf's early days which have come down to us in the form of ballads and chronicles, we are largely indebted to Dr. A. Quiverslouch, Niblick Professor of Primitive Sports, whose undying passion for Old Scotch — the older the better — has made their preservation possible.

What school child has not thrilled to the fables of the annual tournament, when rebel chieftans, led by the fifth Firth of Forth and a handful of Jutes, flung the big three day Highland fling— the forerunner, it is said of the modern stag wind-up.

In North America, golf took a little while to catch on. Very few of Columbus' men thought much of the game—in fact, very few of them thought at all, and none of them very much. They were too worried about falling off the edge of the world. This doesn't prove much about golf, but it does go to show how superstitious some people are.

When the Pilgrim Fathers arrived, they took an immediate interest in the game, and everyone has seen the old engravings of the Fathers, dressed in their drab-looking plus-fours, teeing off Plymouth Rock in the early morning sunshine. Equipment was very scarce at this time, a meagre supply of reprocessed Indian lacrosse sticks being the main source of supply.

As you know, golf remained pretty much of a hit-and-miss proposition for several centuries (some say it still is) until the Pittsburgh Plus system put it on its feet and the challenging cry of a steel-shafted driving iron for every red-blooded American boy echoed through the land.

Many excellent books have been published about golf, one of the most interesting is an informative brochure by Tyron Nelson on "How to Get Out of Sand Traps Near the Green." It is Tyron's belief that since no-one ever sees you way down in a bunker behind the green, the easiest way to get out is to pick up the ball and throw it onto the green. Then, when you are congratulated on a remarkable pitch shot, you can, without transgressing the truth, say yes, it was a well-pitched ball. However, in the best sporting circles, this practice is frowned upon, and is not even considered cricket, much less golf.

Golf? well, hardly, but if any small points have been omitted, they will be amply covered in that little volume of Henry Thoreau's of inestimable aid to all golfers and standard equipment for pessimistic drivers, entitled "Life in the Woods."

- The Manitoban.

HEAR YE, HEAR YE. —

BASEBALL season is just around the corner and the Government Employees Fastball League will be starting another year of competition.

In past years Ray Newman has entered a team representing the Department of Youth and Education and he invites all his old team members to return to the diamond. A few new players are needed for this team and any interested ball players should contact Ray at local 307, RRCC.

This year, Doug Reid of the Computer Centre will be entering a RRCC Staff team and invites all those interested to call him at local 261 to enrol. As soon as a proper roster of players is assembled, Doug plans to call a practice and select players for positions. Government Services staff members welcome!

This is not Industrial League ball, this is a fun league. One game is played per week. Arrangements have been made to play league games at Daniel McIntyre (720 Alverstone) grounds. Ten teams are expected to compete in the league.

INCOME TAX - OR THE TRUTH WILL OUT

One new father claimed a child born in February on his previous year's return, with the explanation that it was "last year's business". The Income Tax Department received a typed income tax return from a bachelor, who had listed one dependent. The Department returned it with a notation: "This must be a stenographic error". The Taxpayer returned it with no change except for a written note: "You're telling me!"